
where it is dismissed in favour of the comparatively
inferior single slope, linear foldback method.

The zero-slope segment, B-C, is realised by splitting R2
in figure 1 into voltage divider, R2A and R2B Fig 14., and
shunting R3 with a fast recovery diode, D1. The diode
applies a constant voltage, Vf²0V6 (to a first-order
approximation), across R3, for,

Therefore, for,

subject to Ic<1A, the diode effectively clamps the voltage
across R2A, and R2B, preventing the development of
sufficient voltage across R2B to turn on the protection
transistor.

However, for,

and Ic•1A, the increased potential drop across Re with Ic
results in a net increase in voltage across R2A, and R2B,,
inducing a large enough voltage drop across R2B, to trigger
the protection transistor.

For (0V•Vce<64V) the diode is off (open-circuit to a
first-order approximation) and the circuit reverts to a linear
foldback, single slope regime.   

Resistor values are calculated by developing
simultaneous equations for segments B-C, and A-B, at
points B and A respectively  Figs. 15, and 16. Resistor,
R1 is selected with a view to minimising diode power
dissipation when R1 and the diode are exposed to the
magnitude sum of the supply rails.

With reference to figure 15, let R1=8K2, and Id=1mA.
Assuming Vbe=Vf²0V6, then: 

(6)       

And,

(7)

From equation 6:

R RB A2 2

0 6
0 33

= 





.
.

I  = I + I + I1 d 2 3

{ ( )}64 2 80V V V Vce cc≤ < =

{ ( )}64 2 80V V V Vce cc≤ < =

{ ( )}64 2 80V V V Vce cc≤ < =
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Figure 13: Single slope, single breakpoint non-linear foldback protection locus.
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Figure 14: Single
slope, single
breakpoint non-
linear foldback
protection circuit as
applied to a
complementary
emitter follower.
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(8)

With reference to figure 16, and invoking equation 7:

(9)

Solving equations 8, and 9 simultaneously:

And,

As was the case with the linear foldback locus of figure 20,
a minimum of three output pairs is required to drive a
(4ohms ±60°) load, since available current at Vce²45V97
remains unchanged at Ic²3A1. However with the

R R RB A2 2 0 6 0 22 161 6= ( ) ≈. .

R RA2 88 9≈

R R3 198 7≈

0 6
1 65 0 6 0 33

0 6 0 33 8 2 8 2
2

2 2 3 3

.
. . .

. .
= ( )

( ) + + +( )
R

R R K R K R
A

A A

40 23 4
8 2

1
0 33 0 6

2 3

+( ) = + +. . .
K

mA
R RA
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Figure 18:
Polarity-
dependent
voltage divider
used to
introduce single
breakpoint in
otherwise linear-
slope locus.



protection locus in figure 13, available current per output
pair at Vce²4V is increased from 6A4 to 7A1, and the
current at Vce²2|Vcc|, increases from 0A5 to just under 1A5
per output pair.

Since the locus is non-linear, caution must be exercised
to ensure that, while pursuing the secondary objective of
enhancing current delivery in the low-Vce region of the
S.O.A., available current in the critical higher device
voltage region, (i.e., |Vcc|•Vce<2|Vcc|), is not
simultaneously compromised by the location of the
breakpoint. 

The circuits in Fig. 17, and 18 are frequently
used10,21,22, to realise single slope, single breakpoint non-
linear foldback protection. The zener diode in figure 17 is
used to establish the flat portion of the locus. This is a
rather unsatisfactory solution as in practice the zener
breakdown voltage23 can vary about its nominal value with
current by as much as 25%, as the diode is driven in and
out of breakdown, as is the case here. The breakpoint in
the protection locus would therefore be ill defined in
practice, significantly enhancing the potential for S.O.A.
violation.

The more dependable p-n diode is used (figure 18), to
effect a single slope, single breakpoint regime by means of
a simple, voltage polarity-dependent divider24. However
this scheme (beloved of American manufacturers) is sub-
optimal with respect to flexibility in breakpoint placement
as diode commutation can only occur at Vout²0V,
(i.e.Vce²Vcc), so that the nominally zero-slope portion of
the locus is solely defined by the voltage drop across Re
being equal to the protection transistors base-emitter
voltage, Vbe.    

The locus in Fig 20, requires a nominal Re=0R47, more
than doubling gain-step distortion12,pg256 generated by a
class-AB amplifier, relative to the circuit in figure 14 for
which Re=0R22. A smaller value for Re cannot be
employed as this would result in a commensurate and

necessarily unsafe vertical displacement of segment B-C.
Thus segment B-C is fixed for |Vcc|=40V, and results in
even more inefficient S.O.A usage in the crucial
|Vcc|•Vce<2|Vcc| region than the compromised single
slope, linear foldback arrangement in figure 5.

Further, using a fixed reference voltage (zero volts in this
case) independent of the floating collector-emitter voltage,
Vce, as the basis for VI protection is rather optimistic, as it
presumes equally invariant supply rails that do not sag
under load. A nominal 40V supply rail which sags by 5V
under load would effect a 5V horizontal displacement
(figure 20) of segment A-B to D-E. Conversely, a primary
supply surge could cause a potentially disastrous horizontal
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Figure 20: Single slope,
single breakpoint, non-
linear protection locus
described by network in
figure 18. A notional 5V
drop in the supply rail
causes an equivalent
horizontal translation of
segment A-B to D-E.
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conditions at point A
on the protection
locus in figure 20.



translocation along B-C of segment A-B into and perhaps
well beyond the transistor’s S.O.A limits.

Since the diodes in figure 18 are in theory never forward
biased simultaneously, the modification in figure 19 is

often adopted19 in what may at first appear to be an elegant
simplification. The excision of one of the resistors in this
fashion is alas a false economy at best, as the performance
of the circuit is now significantly compromised by the
finite reverse recovery time of the diodes, with minority
carrier storage causing the diodes to conduct briefly when
reverse biased. This often results in minute, intermittent
zero-crossing oscillation at the output, particularly with a
reactive load, which may easily be misdiagnosed as
crossover distortion.

Since segment B-C is established by merely selecting
Re=0R47, only point A on locus A-B-C (figure 20) is
required to obtain a solution.  

With reference to Fig 21, and letting R1=220R, and
Vcc=40V,

Where,

With at 27mA,

The circuit in figure 18 is capable of modest improvement,
however and therefore merits closer scrutiny.

This scheme can be made more efficient, (figure 22), by
changing the voltage dividers fixed reference voltage from
zero to two arbitrary voltages, VRef1, and VRef2, of equal
magnitude but opposite polarity, such that; 

Nominal 40V rails are assumed. This enhances the
flexibility of the circuit, as the breakpoint can now be
freely located along C-F, Fig. 23., giving rise to a more
efficient locus, B-E-F.    

The reference voltage is generated by a zener diode,
which in contrast with figure 17, is acceptable, as the
current established by the diode’s current limiting resistor,
Rz, is reasonably constant, which makes for a substantially
invariant voltage drop across the diode. A depletion mode
MOSFET configured as a current regulator could be used
instead of Rz to firmly establish quiescent conditions. This
is expensive, and therefore probably unjustifiable in a
commercial unit.

The reference voltage, is equal in magnitude to the
output voltage, Vout, at the breakpoint in locus B-E-F,
Fig. 24., i.e.:

with VRef1=–20V6 and VRef2=+20V6. This calls for a
nominal 60V6 zener diode. It is recommended however,
that the required voltage drop be realised with multiple
low-voltage devices, (6V•Vz•12V), as these posses a
significantly lower series impedance23. Therefore Z1 and
Z2 may in fact consist of six Motorola 1N5240B 10V
zeners, in series with a forward biased 1N4148 diode, the
whole quiescing at a nominal 10mA established by Rz

Crucially in figure 22, the cathode of diode Z1 is
connected directly to +Vcc, effectively bootstrapping VRef1
to the supply rail, so that  any anomalies on the supply are
directly impressed on the reference voltage. This
substantially eliminates the potentially fatal tendency of
segment B-E to migrate back and forth along C-F with
non-ideal supply rail variation. SimilarlyVRef2 is
bootstrapped to the supply rail by connecting the anode of
Z2 to –Vcc.

With reference to Fig. 25, and taking R1=22R, and
Vcc=40V:

V V V Vf f out V Vce
Re Re1 2 60

20 6= = =
=

0 1 2V V V Vf f cc< =( ) <{ }Re Re

R V I mA KR2 2 2 34 02 0 7 27 18 1 2= ≈ −( ) ≈. . .

V Vf ≈ 0 7

I R mA1 40 34 02 220 27 18= −( ) ≈. .

I I2 1≈
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Figure 23: Improved single slope, single breakpoint locus, B-E-F, realised by
using an arbitrary voltage reference. 
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Where,

With Vf²0V7 at 20mA, 

The dependence of segment E-F on the value of Re for the
circuit in figure 22 remains its Achilles heel. The singular
advantage of the network in figure 14 therefore, is that it
permits the arbitrary location of a breakpoint in the
protection locus without undue reference to the value of Re.

Moreover, because the entire network of figure 14 floats
between the supply and output rails, the position of the locus
in the S.O.A remains resolutely invariant in the face of
deviant power supply behaviour, without recourse to a
bootstrapped voltage reference. The accuracy of such a
reference is necessarily compromised by its dependence on
zener diodes, which are only available in discreet, preferred
values.
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then at the threshold of
conduction.
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